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Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"If you’re even thinking of doing any security engineering, you need to read this book.  It’s the first, and only, end-to-end modern security design and engineering book ever written."–Bruce Schneier
"Many people are anxious about Internet security for PCs and servers," says leading expert Ross Anderson,...
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Pro ASP.NET Web API Security: Securing ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	ASP.NET Web API is a key part of ASP.NET MVC 4 and the platform of choice for building RESTful services that can be accessed by a wide range of devices. Everything from JavaScript libraries to RIA plugins, RFID readers to smart phones can consume your services using platform-agnostic HTTP.

	

	With such wide accessibility,...
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Advances in Cryptology -- CRYPTO 2011: 31st Annual Cryptology Conference, Santa BarbaraSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st Annual International Cryptology Conference, CRYPTO 2011, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA in August 2011. The 42 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 230 submissions. The volume also contains the abstract of one invited talk. The papers are organized...
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Hacking Point of Sale: Payment Application Secrets, Threats, and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Must-have guide for professionals responsible for securing credit and debit card transactions


	As recent breaches like Target and Neiman Marcus show, payment card information is involved in more security breaches than any other data type. In too many places, sensitive card data is simply not protected adequately. Hacking...
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Network Security FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
Companies have long been struggling with threats from the  hacking community. Keeping pace with the rapid evolution of security technology  and the growing complexity of threats is a challenge even in the best of times.  The increased focus on security has sent IT managers and engineers scrambling to  acquire the proper expertise...
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CompTIA Security+ All-in-One Exam Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2008
A CompTIA Security+ Exam Guide and An On-the-Job Reference--All-in-One

Get complete coverage of all the material included on the CompTIA Security+ exam inside this fully up-to-date, comprehensive resource. Written by network security experts, this authoritative exam guide features learning objectives at the beginning of...
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Hands-On Ethical Hacking and Network DefenseCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	It's nearly impossible to pick up a newspaper or read your favorite online news source these days without seeing yet another article about identity theft or credit card numbers being stolen from unprotected databases. Cyber crime and the threat of computer-related attacks are growing daily, and the need for security professionals who...
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Programming Bitcoin: Learn How to Program Bitcoin from ScratchO'Reilly, 2019

	
		
			Dive into Bitcoin technology with this hands-on guide from one of the leading teachers on Bitcoin and Bitcoin programming. Author Jimmy Song shows Python programmers and developers how to program a Bitcoin library from scratch. You’ll learn how to work with the basics, including the math, blocks, network, and...
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PGP: Pretty Good PrivacyO'Reilly, 1994

	Use of the Internet is expanding beyond anyone's expectations. As corporations, government offices, and ordinary citizens begin to rely on the information highway to conduct business, they are realizing how important it is to protect their communications -- both to keep them a secret from prying eyes and to ensure that they are not...
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The Worldwide History of TelecommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The first comprehensive history of the Information Age how we got there and where we are going
The exchange of information is essential for both the organization of nature and the social life of mankind. Until recently, communication between people was more or less limited by geographic proximity. Today, thanks to ongoing innovations in...
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Secure Multi-Party Non-Repudiation Protocols and Applications (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2008
Research oriented non-repudiation protocols have been active since the beginning of this millennium. It is time to take a step forward and realize that in many applications there are more than two entities. Secure Multi-Party Non-Repudiation Protocols and Applications supports this statement.
This volume provides state of the art in...
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Understanding Cryptography: A Textbook for Students and PractitionersSpringer, 2009
Cryptography is now ubiquitous – moving beyond the traditional environments, such as government communications and banking systems, we see cryptographic techniques realized in Web browsers, e-mail programs, cell phones, manufacturing systems, embedded software, smart buildings, cars, and even medical implants. Today's designers need a...
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